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Needle-like structures discovered on positively
charged lightning branches
B. M. Hare1*, O. Scholten1,2*, J. Dwyer3, T. N. G. Trinh1, S. Buitink4,5, S. ter Veen6, A. Bonardi5, A. Corstanje5, H. Falcke2,6,7,
J. R. Hörandel5,7, T. Huege4,8, P. Mitra4, K. Mulrey4, A. Nelles9,10, J. P. Rachen5, L. Rossetto5, P. Schellart5,11, T. Winchen4,
J. Anderson12,13, I. M. Avruch6,14, M. J. Bentum6,15, R. Blaauw6, J. W. Broderick6, W. N. Brouw6,16, M. Brüggen17, H. R. Butcher18,
B. Ciardi19, R. A. Fallows6, E. de Geus6,20, S. Duscha6, J. Eislöffel21, M. A. Garrett22,23, J. M. Grießmeier24,25, A. W. Gunst6,
M. P. van Haarlem6, J. W. T. Hessels6,26, M. Hoeft21, A. J. van der Horst27, M. Iacobelli6, L. V. E. Koopmans16, A. Krankowski28,
P. Maat6, M. J. Norden6, H. Paas29, M. Pandey-Pommier25,30, V. N. Pandey6,16, R. Pekal31, R. Pizzo6, W. Reich32, H. Rothkaehl33,
H. J. A. Röttgering23, A. Rowlinson6,26, D. J. Schwarz34, A. Shulevski26, J. Sluman6, O. Smirnov35,36, M. Soida37, M. Tagger24,
M. C. Toribio23, A. van Ardenne6, R. A. M. J. Wijers26, R. J. van Weeren23, O. Wucknitz32, P. Zarka38 & P. Zucca6

Lightning is a dangerous yet poorly understood natural
phenomenon. Lightning forms a network of plasma channels
propagating away from the initiation point with both positively
and negatively charged ends—called positive and negative leaders1.
Negative leaders propagate in discrete steps, emitting copious
radio pulses in the 30–300-megahertz frequency band2–8 that can
be remotely sensed and imaged with high spatial and temporal
resolution9–11. Positive leaders propagate more continuously and
thus emit very little high-frequency radiation12. Radio emission from
positive leaders has nevertheless been mapped13–15, and exhibits
a pattern that is different from that of negative leaders11–13,16,17.
Furthermore, it has been inferred that positive leaders can become
transiently disconnected from negative leaders9,12,16,18–20, which
may lead to current pulses that both reconnect positive leaders to
negative leaders11,16,17,20–22 and cause multiple cloud-to-ground
lightning events1. The disconnection process is thought to be due
to negative differential resistance18, but this does not explain why
the disconnections form primarily on positive leaders22, or why
the current in cloud-to-ground lightning never goes to zero23.
Indeed, it is still not understood how positive leaders emit radiofrequency radiation or why they behave differently from negative
leaders. Here we report three-dimensional radio interferometric
observations of lightning over the Netherlands with unprecedented
spatiotemporal resolution. We find small plasma structures—which
we call ‘needles’—that are the dominant source of radio emission
from the positive leaders. These structures appear to drain charge
from the leader, and are probably the reason why positive leaders
disconnect from negative ones, and why cloud-to-ground lightning
connects to the ground multiple times.
We have developed an algorithm with which to image lightning
in three dimensions using radio data collected by the LOFAR (LOw
Frequency ARray) radio telescope in the range 30–80 MHz. The Dutch
portion of LOFAR is particularly suited to studying lightning owing to
1

its thousands of cross-dipole antennas spread over 3,200 km2 in the
northern Netherlands, and the fact that it saves the raw time series
data24,25. In this study, we will refer to an entire lightning event as a
‘flash’. Each flash consists of many structures, including negative and
positive leaders. Each structure emits numerous short bursts (<50 ns
full-width at half-maximum) of radio energy. The origin of each radio
burst is called a radio source, and is seen as a pulse on each antenna.
On average we can locate one event per microsecond with a horizontal
location accuracy better than 2 m.
Figure 1 shows a lightning flash from 29 September 2017, about
18 km from the LOFAR core. Each dot is the reconstructed location
of a radio source. Our algorithm for locating the source of the radio
pulses is described in the Supplementary Information. The sources
above 4 km are associated with positive leaders and lower sources are
associated with negative leaders. The distinguishing feature is that negative leaders tend to have very dense and intense radio sources compared
to the positive leaders26. The flash initiates at a height of 4 km and in the
first 20 ms a downward negative leader develops. The positive leader
is, however, not visible. Only by time t = 15 ms are a few seemingly
disconnected sources located at a height of about 300 m above the initiation point. This implies that the positive leader has grown without
emitting detectable radio pulses. Over time, extended structures are
formed, spanning distances of 5 km. We also imaged a flash from 12
July 2016 that was 40 km from the LOFAR core, and hence is not as well
imaged. Further details for both flashes are given in the Supplementary
Information.
Previous studies have been unable to determine whether the radio
emission of positive leaders is due to the propagation of the positive
leader tip or due to current pulses that propagate down the plasma
channel11,13,17. Figure 2 focuses on a portion of the positive and negative
leaders mapped by LOFAR, indicated in Fig. 1. It is clear that positive
and negative leaders propagate differently. The negative leader, on the
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right, has radio source activity only at the propagating tip. By contrast, the positive leader, on the left, has very few, if any, radio sources
at the tip, consistent with what is expected from a gradually growing
structure12. Instead, the positive leader is characterized by sources that
seem to ‘twinkle’ along its length and reveal its shape over time. These
twinkling sources have been previously reported, but not investigated
in any detail11,17. We observe that most of the sources on the positive
leader form small structures that stick out from the likely path of the
positive leader channel. Eleven such needle-like structures are labelled
N1 to N11 on Fig. 2. We found similar structures on other positive
leaders in both the 2016 and 2017 lightning flashes, but none on the
negative leaders.
LOFAR data allow us perform an in-depth analysis of a single needle. Figure 3 shows a needle that is about 70 m long and less than 5 m
wide at the narrowest points. Since this width is comparable to our
location accuracy, we infer that the intrinsic width of this needle may
be smaller than 5 m. The left height-versus-time panel of Fig. 3 shows
five distinct groups of sources. These five groups of sources all occur
along the needle at an almost regular rate of once per 4–6 ms, and
illustrate why the sources on the positive leader seem to ‘twinkle’. The
right panels show a further magnification of one particular twinkle.
The sources in this twinkle clearly propagate over 55 m, away from the
positive leader, with an average speed of around 3 × 105 m s−1, similar
to the propagation speed of negative leaders1. This implies that each
twinkle is a form of negative breakdown, moving charge away from the
positive leader body. This picture is substantially different from what
would be expected.
There are around 75–85 similar needles seen along the positive leader
in the 2017 flash, and 30–40 in the 2016 flash, all showing the same
features as N4 in Fig. 2. The better-imaged needles (such as N4) are
all about 30–100 m long and have multiple twinkles. These twinkles
tend to occur at an almost regular rate of once per 3–7 ms. Each twinkle propagates outwards from the positive leader with speeds around
3 × 105 m s−1. The needles that have few imaged sources are consistent
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Fig. 1 | Map of the 2017 flash. Each dot is the location of a radio source.
Sources from the positive leaders (PL) and negative leaders (NL) are
shown. When the negative leader connects to ground, it creates a ‘short’
that propagates up the lightning channel called a return stroke (RS). The
boxes indicate the areas that are shown in Fig. 2. Distances are relative to
the LOFAR core.
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with having all of the same properties as the better-imaged needles.
It is not clear whether there is any correlation between twinkles of
nearby needles. Additional needles are shown in the Supplementary
Information.
A possible explanation of these needles is that a complex system of
positive streamers at the tip of the positive leader continuously draws
negative charge into the leader channel1,27,28 and allows the tip to grow
Positive streamers
at leader tip

Region left over from
positive streamer

e–

e–

e–
e–
Electric field immediately
around leader

Current in channel

Electric field behind
tip reverses
direction over
hundreds of metres

Electric field eventually
becomes strong enough to
induce negative propagation
through needle

Ambient
electric field

Leader
disconnection

Fig. 4 | A portion of a positive leader, in light of the behaviour of
needles. Green arrows show the direction of the electric field immediately
around the leader core. The field at the tip draws in negative charge via
positive streamers, shown in blue. The streamers leave behind ionized
regions of air. The electric field behind the leader tip flips direction.
Eventually, the electric field re-ionizes the leftover streamer region and
expels negative charge from the leader channel, shown in red near the
bottom of the figure. The charge immediately around/on the leader
channel is not diagrammed owing to its complexity.
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through ohmic heating, all without emitting detectable radio pulses.
These positive streamers leave behind regions of air that are ionized
but not very conductive. Later, at this position in space (explained
below), the direction of the electric field is reversed, and is now pointing towards the positive leader channel. This strong electric field causes
a negative breakdown that starts near the leader channel and propagates outwards, preferably in the regions of air that are most ionized.
This temporarily reduces the electric field around the main channel.
The electric field then continues to grow as the leader continues to
collect negative charge at its propagating tip. Thus the process repeats,
explaining why each needle has multiple twinkles. This hypothesis is
diagrammed in Fig. 4.
A likely mechanism that could explain how the direction of the electric field around the leader channel flips is simply channel growth. It
is thought that the positive leader channel easily loses conductivity
and becomes disconnected from the negative leader9,12,16,18–20. If the
tip of the positive leader continues to propagate when it is disconnected from the negative leader, the potential along the positive leader
channel will become more negative29. Ultimately, this creates a strong
enough electric field to induce what we see as a needle twinkle. There
are a few other potential mechanisms, discussed in the Supplementary
Information.
Leader channels are kept conductive through ohmic heating caused
by current generated by the propagating leader tip1,18,27,30. Since the
needles draw charge off the main channel, the current further down the
channel will decrease and so also decrease the ohmic heating, enhanced
by negative differential resistance18. Therefore, needle twinkling will
cause the channel to become less conductive, potentially producing
a disconnection. Once the disconnection is formed, the electric field
reversal mechanism above will be enhanced, producing more needles,
in a form of positive feedback.
Even after a disconnection forms, the tip of the positive leader continues to propagate and lower the electric potential. Eventually, the
electric field across the disconnection may exceed the breakdown field
and a reconnecting current pulse will be generated. Often, in a cloudto-ground flash, this pulse will propagate all the way to the ground
and reconnect the entire lightning channel to the ground. After the
lightning reconnects to the ground, this entire process can easily repeat,
creating a cycle where the needles cause the current in the lightning to
shut off, thus explaining why cloud-to-ground lightning often reconnects with the ground multiple times.

Data availability

To obtain the data, readers should submit a support request to the radio observatory via the ASTRON website (http://www.astron.nl). The 2016 flash was from
project LC6_003, observation L526419, time stamp D20160712T173455.100Z. The
2017 flash was from LC8 commissioning data, observation L612746, time stamp
D20170929T202255.000Z.
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LOFAR-LIM, version 2018.11.8.
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